We discuss an approach, based on the Brunn᎐Minkowski inequality, to isoperimetric and analytic inequalities for probability measures on Euclidean space with logarithmically concave densities. In particular, we show that such measures have positive isoperimetric constants in the sense of Cheeger and thus always share Poincare-type inequalities. Wé then describe those log-concave measures which satisfy isoperimetric inequalities of Gaussian type. The results are precised in dimension 1.
Introduction.
It is often useful to know whether or not a given probability measure on Euclidean space R n satisfies certain isoperimetric or analytic inequalities. Of most interest are the isoperimetric inequalities of Cheeger and Gaussian types,
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Here c ) 0, ⌽ y1 is the inverse of the normal distribution function ⌽ with Ž . isoperimetric inequality cf. 13 , 32 . Inequality 1.1 is weaker and is known to hold for a large family of product probability measures. For example, with a dimension free constant c ) 0, it is satisfied by the products n Ž . s of the two-sided exponential distribution with density d x rdx Ž .
Ž . In general, there is a probabilistic way to express 1.1 and 1.2 : with respect to , the distribution of every Lipschitz function on R n with Lipschitz seminorm less than or equal to 1 represents a Lipschitz image of measure Ž . resp., ␥ , with Lipschitz seminorm less than or equal to 1rc. These inequali-1 ties may equivalently be written in a functional form as certain analytic Ž . Ž . inequalities. In particular, 1.1 and 1.2 imply, respectively, that, for every Ž .
n smooth or even locally Lipschitz function f on R with gradient ٌf, Gross 20 , and later Ledoux connected Ž .
2 them with 1.2 ; the logarithmic Sobolev constant of satisfies G Kc for Žw x. some universal K 24 .
In this note, we consider the above isoperimetric and analytic inequalities in the case of an absolutely continuous log-concave probability measure on n Ž . Ž Ž .. R . By definition, this means that has a density d x rdx s exp yV x , n n Ž x x g R , with an arbitrary convex function V: R ª yϱ, qϱ . In addition to Ž n . Ž Ž . . convexity, the only requirement on V is that R s H exp yV x dx s 1. As a main result, we present an inequality which relates -perimeter of sets to their size and to -distribution of the Euclidean norm. THEOREM 1.1. Let be a log-concave probability measure on R n . For all measurable sets A ; R n , for every point x g R n and every number r ) 0,
Ž . Inequality 1.5 will be derived from the Brunn᎐Minkowski inequality in the Prekopa᎐Leindler functional form. If one takes x to be the barycenter of 0 Ž Ž .. and r s r A to be sufficiently large, the sum of the last two terms in Ž . 1.5 will be positive. This leads to an isoperimetric inequality Is G , Ž . Ž .
where K is a universal constant, and x s Hx d x is barycenter of .
2 is due to Kannan, Lovasz and Si-0 w x Ž . monovits 22 proving 1.7 , in an equivalent form, with the help of the Ž w x. so-called localization method cf. 28 . They considered the case where is a uniform distribution on an arbitrary convex set, but their proof covers actually the general log-concave case.
Ž . In particular, Poincare-type inequalities 1.3 hold for all log-concave measures , and, by Cheeger's theorem, we have an estimate,
This property cannot, however, be improved by replacing with , since the 1 Ž . logarithmic Sobolev inequality 1.4 requires that possesses a stronger Ž < < 2 . Ž . integrability property: H exp x d x -qϱ, for some ) 0. This is the well-known Herbst necessary condition. We will show, again on the basis of Ž .
Ž . 1.5 and 1.6 , that this condition is also sufficient in order that log-concave Ž . Ž . measures satisfy 1.2 and 1.4 . THEOREM 1.3. The following properties are equivalent:
In addition, for the optimal value of in 1.4 , we have Ž 2 . Orlicz norm generated by the Young function u s exp u y 1. Ž . Ž . All the estimates 1.7 ᎐ 1.9 may be reversed provided that the function Ž . < < Ž x s x y x is replaced with y E where E is the expectation the 0 . average value of over . Thus, we have, for example,
with some universal K . There can be, however, a big gap between the left-0 and right-hand sides of this inequality that may easily be seen in spaces of w x large dimensions. It was conjectured in 22 that, for any uniform distribution Ž . Ž . on a convex set, the value of Is is, up to an absolute dimension free Ž . constant, just an optimal value of c in the inequality 1.1 restricted to the class of all linear functions. There is a good reason to believe that the same holds in the general log-concave case and concerns also the constant in the 1 
Poincare-type inequality 1.3 . If true, this would be a very remarkablé observation, providing in particular a natural generalization of the concentration property of product measures to the case of dependent noncorrelated coordinates. Behind the class of product measures, sharp estimates for are 1 of course known in many important situations. For example, for every log-concave probability measure on R n such that V is everywhere twice continuously differentiable with a positively definite Hessian, we have a w x remarkable Brascamp᎐Lieb's inequality 16
where V x is the inverse of V x . In the case V G c Id, c ) 0, it implies that G c. In particular, this gives the Gaussian Poincare-type inequality, The organization of the paper is as follows. Theorem 1.1 is proved in Section 2. Here we also consider log-concave Ž . measures with a compact support, in which case 1.5 becomes an isoperimet-Ž . w ric inequality which is somewhat sharper than 1.2 in the sense of small Ž .x values of A . As an application, we obtain a lower estimate for in terms w x of very similar to the one presented recently in 27 in the context of 1 Riemannian geometry. Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 are proved in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to the one-dimensional case; here we show that the Ž . Ž . estimates 1.7 ᎐ 1.9 are sharp. Thus, the logarithmic Sobolev constant of 5 < < 5 y2 turns out to be roughly x y x . This simplifies a description of L Ž . 0 w x obtained by different tools in 10 in the class of all probability measures on R. We discuss also a connection of two-sided estimates for the Cheeger Ž . isoperimetric constant Is with the Hensley theorem on the ratio of Ž .
n volumes of n y 1 -dimensional sections of convex isotropic bodies in R . We w x will observe that this theorem, with the optimal constant of Ball 4 , still holds for sets without a point of symmetry.
In the last section, we study some related problems about distribution of norms under log-concave measures. 
Ž .
w x PROOF. The argument is close to the one used by B. Maurey 29 to get a sharp concentration inequality for the Gaussian measure. First of all, we may assume that f is smooth, is constant outside a compact set and is such that Ž .
Prekopa᎐Leindler's theorem cf., e.g., 16 , w x. 30 , for all t, s ) 0 with t q s s 1, and for all nonnegative measurable
is the indicator function of the set B x , we get
In particular, we can take
Ž . uniformly over all z g R . Letting in 2.2 s ª 0, we then arrive at the following inequality:
H 0 Ž . Summing it with the same inequality for the function 1 y f, we obtain 2.1 .
5 Ž .5 T When B s B is a Euclidean ball with center 0 and radius r, ٌf x s B r < Ž .< Ž . r ٌf x , and 2.1 becomes
Ž . 
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It is of course very natural that these inequalities are stronger than
Is G .
Ž . Ž . r
In particular, by Cheeger's inequality, log 2 2 2.8 G .
2 4 r
In connection with randomized volume algorithms, inequalities similar to Ž . 2.7 , in terms of diameter of the convex set supporting , were successively Ž w x. and by different methods studied by a number of authors cf. 22 .
Ž . Ž . Another interesting feature of inequalities of the form 2.5 and 2.6 , with being even an arbitrary probability measure on a metric space M, is that they show, in terms of r, a certain equivalence between the spectral gap 1 Ž . and the logarithmic Sobolev constant , the optimal constants in 1.3 and Ž .
Ž . 1.4 . Indeed, in general, F . Now, starting from 2.5 and following an 1 w x 2 argument of Rothaus 31 , apply this inequality to f . We have, by the Schwarz inequality, 
This function is concave on 0, , and u 0 s 0. Hence, u will be nonnegative, Ž . Ž . Up to numerical constants, inequalities 3.3 ᎐ 3.5 are equivalent to each Ž . other. The advantage of 3.5 is, however, the property that the constant log 2 is optimal. When is uniform distribution on a convex set B with barycenter 5 < < 5 5 < < 5 Ž . Ž . 0, the quantities r, x and x in 3.3 ᎐ 3.5 may be viewed as an 2 1 ''average'' diameter of B. It can be essentially smaller in comparison with the usual diameter. For example, it is the case for the regular symplex in R n , as w x noted in 22 .
Ž .
Ž . Ž . PROOF OF THEOREM 1.3. The property c is weaker than a and b , so we may assume that 
x concave on 0, , and also the requirement 2 p -1 is satisfied. In addition, 2 1
Ž . In particular, we may take ␣ s 3, and from 3.8 we get proved by Ledoux 24 : G Kc , for some universal K. This is true in the Ž . general situation of an arbitrary probability metric space M, d, . The fact that the optimal constant here is K s 1 has become known recently, and we will just mention an argument which yields this result. Let us consider for simplicity the case of a probability measure on the Euclidean space M s R n . 
LEMMA 3.2. Assume that, for all measurable subsets A of
R n , 3.9 q A G cI A , Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Log-concave measures on the real line. In this section we obtain
Ž . two-sided estimates for the isoperimetric constant Is , the spectral gap 1 and the logarithmic Sobolev constant in the case of an arbitrary log-concave probability measure on the real line R. We will consider the identity Ž . function x s x as a random variable with respect to . Denote by the 1 Ž .
Ž < <. measure on R with density d x rdx s exp y x . Ž . Ž .
Var Var
Ž . Ž .
Equality on the left is possible if and only if is a uniform distribution on some finite interval, while equality on the right is possible if and only if is image of under an affine transformation.
As will be explained in the proof of this proposition,
where f and m are, respectively, the density and the median of . When is Ž . symmetric around 0, m s 0 and 4.1 becomes
w . The inequality on the right, for decreasing log-concave functions f on 0, qϱ , w x has been established by Ball 4 in his study of sections of convex isotropic w Ž . bodies in Euclidean space the left inequality in 4.3 is a particular case of a x more general observation of Hensley . Let us recall that a convex compact set 
Hx f x dx s Hx f x dx due to 1 and 2 . Using 4.3 , we then can con- 1 2 clude that for all hyperplanes H and H in R n containing the origin, 
Ž .
Ž . Thus, we can drop the symmetry assumption 1 and involve in 4.4 many n Ž . ''nonsymmetric'' sets such as the regular simplex in R like a tetrahedron .
Ž . Let us also observe that the assumption 2 , that is, the property Ž .
Ž . Ž .
We do not know, however, if the constant on the left is optimal. The right-hand side inequality trivially holds for all , without log-concavity assumption. An equality here is possible only for Gaussian measures; such a w x characterization was established by Borovkov and Utev 14 who studied a connection of Poincare-type inequalities with the central limit theorem.
At last we have similar estimates for the logarithmic Sobolev constant.
PROPOSITION 4.4. For every log-concave probability measure on R, we have Here, the constant on the left is apparently far from the best. The constant Ž 8r3 on the right is however optimal equality is achieved for Gaussian . measures . As above, the right-hand side inequality holds for all , without Ž w x. log-concavity assumption cf. 1 .
Ž
. PROOF OF PROPOSITION 4.1. Let a, b be a minimal interval, finite or not, Ž . ŽŽ x. which supports . The distribution function F x s yϱ, x is continu-Ž . ously differentiable and is increasing on a, b , and, moreover, the density of , f s F X , is logarithmically concave on that interval. Up to a shift parameter, there is 1᎐1 correspondence between the family of all log-concave probability Ž . measures on R and the family of all concave positive functions I on 0, 1 , defined by 1r t s 8r3 .
5.
Norms of random vectors with log-concave distribution. Let X Ž 5 5. be a random vector in a linear normed space E, и with a log-concave distribution . By definition, is log-concave, if for all nonempty -measura-Ž . ble subsets A and B of E and for all g 0, 1 ,
where # is the inner measure for a possible case when 1 y A q B is x not measurable . For E finite dimensional and absolutely continuous, this definition reduces, by Prekopa-Leindler's theorem, to log-concavity of densitý Ž w x. of , that is, to the original definition cf. also 12 . We will assume that is not a Dirac measure at a point.
5 5 Ž . Distribution of X is already not a log-concave measure on R , but it X inherits some of the properties of log-concave measures which we studied before. In particular, we have the following proposition. Ž . with t small . In connection with Khinchine᎐Kahane inequalities, the probw x lem has been studied by Latala 23 who showed that there exist constants Ž . C depending on p g 0, 1 only, such that 
Ž .
1 y B
This was derived from a sharpened form of Borell's Lemma 3.1, namely,
x n now without the condition s B ) 1r2 . For B the Euclidean ball in R , the above inequality was earlier obtained by Lovasz and Simonovits as á w x consequence of a ''localization'' lemma 28 , and Gideon adapted their proof to Ž . get the general result. Clearly, inequality 5.4 may also be used to improve numerical constants in Theorems 1.2 and 1.3, but we have chosen the root independent of the localization method. Here we would like to show another Ž . way giving a property somewhat related to 5.3 .
Ž . PROPOSITION 5.2. In the interval 0 -F t F er e q 1 , the function Ž . 1rŽ2 e. F t rt is nondecreasing.
Ž . PROOF. By definition 5.1 , the function log F is concave in the interval Ä Ž . 4 ⌬ s t: 0 -F t -1 , so F has a left-continuous Radon᎐Nikodym derivative f on ⌬. Moreover, using a simple approximation argument, we may assume that the function f is continuous on ⌬. For t, s g ⌬, s ) t, consider a set 
